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Source Consulting’s Youth First!™ Program 
Rock Your Facilitation 

 

“The mediocre teacher tells.  The good teacher explains.  The superior teacher demonstrates.   

The [excellent] teacher inspires.”  ~William Arthur Ward 

 

Totally engage youth with innovative and dynamic programming.  To create effective learning 

situations for young people, experiences, while being substantiated with important content, 

lessons, and values, must be engaging.  Presentations and presenters must grab the attention of 

their youth audiences and provide contexts that are relevant, motivating, and memorable.   
 

Rock Your Facilitation will energize your presentation skills and refine your program development 

approach while defining your role as a youth empowerment specialist.  You’ll have as much fun 

learning as you'll have taking the experience back to your youth programs!  These trainings are 

excellent for classroom teachers, afterschool program teams, youth development program staff, 

and prevention program staff. 
 

Training Objectives* | During the training session participants will: 
 

� Understand how to build immediate rapport through authenticity.  

� Interactively explore Multiple Intelligences and it’s direct application to program design; 

� Explore the power of and modeling and bonding: Social Learning Theory 

� Review the data driven Assets™ model and Positive Youth Development structure; 

� Learn new initiative simulations and energizers for enhancing group building, learning 

readiness, and engagement; and, 

� Make a commitment to innovate at least one aspect of program delivery. 
 

Format 
The session will integrate didactic and experiential learning modalities as well as small group and 

individual work.  Handouts are provided; note taking is recommended. 
 

Space Needs 
The meeting area should be large enough to accommodate comfortable table seating, and include 

space for unobstructed movement of the entire group.  This will be interactive and active learning!  
 

Preparation   
Participants are encouraged to come ready to explore personal and collective creativity, with a 

commitment to enhancing the work they do with young people.  Comfortable, relaxed clothing is 

recommended.  
 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Contact us for more information and to reserve a training date. | We look forward to working with you!  
 

Solomon Masala | Solomon@sourceconsultinggroup.com | 512.293.2400 
 

*Customization of focus is always available to meet specific needs. | © 2013 Solomon Masala 

 

 

 

 


